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Since signing a formal affiliation agreement in 2004 the 
Paleontological Research Institution (PRI) and Cornell 
University have continuously strengthened their 
working relationship.

Teaching and Research
PRI is a significant teaching resource for 
several Cornell programs and departments at 
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. 
In addition, a number of Cornell courses require 
students to participate in exercises and training 
at the Museum of the Earth. Our collections and 
facilities are regularly used by Cornell faculty, staff, 
and, especially, undergraduate and graduate students 
for both research and teaching.

PRI’s Director, Warren D. Allmon, is the Hunter R. 
Rawlings III Professor of Paleontology in the Department 
of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, a position he has 

held since 2008. Three other staff hold adjunct 
faculty appointments in the department.

Outreach
PRI continues to contribute to Cornell’s 

historic land-grant mission by facilitating public 
outreach in collaboration with various faculty 

and departments of the University, including the 
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (EAS). 
We collaborate on the online New York Climate Change 
Science Clearinghouse, and are a subcontractor for 
projects providing for NSF Broader Impacts outreach.
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Director’s and President’s Message
The 2018-19 year at PRI was noteworthy for several reasons. 

First, we completed and approved our first-ever formal strategic plan. For the first time in our long history, PRI has a 
detailed roadmap for our activity over the next five years. The plan was developed through a process that gathered survey 
responses from nearly 700 people across our several audiences, from scientists and educators around the nation, to teachers 
and students in Central New York, to visitors to the Museum of the Earth and Cayuga Nature Center in Ithaca, as well as 
detailed input from Board, staff, volunteers, and donors.

The resulting plan builds on PRI’s historic strengths: a collection of more than 7 million specimens (one of the 10 largest 
in the U.S.), research and teaching by our scientific staff, our well-respected publications program, and our educational 
outreach, which ranges from exhibits and programs at our two public venues to teacher professional development across 
the country. We identified four main goals: 1) invest in our future, securing the financial resources and infrastructure that 
will ensure PRI’s operational sustainability; 2) build national leadership, including greatly expanding our online educational 
presence, expanding research in the new field of conservation paleobiology (see page 9), accelerating physical curation and 
digitization of our specimen collection, and reorganizing and making more available our enormous research library; 3) build 
our capacity, by addressing deferred maintenance on our buildings, improving the effectiveness of our 30+ full-time staff, 
and strengthening Board governance; and 4) serve our local community of Ithaca, Tompkins County, and Central New York, 
by improving education programs and exhibits at the Museum of the Earth and the Cayuga Nature Center. The complete 
plan is available at www.priweb.org/pristrategicplan .

This year we also continued to make significant progress on a number of projects and programs that we already knew 
were strategic priorities. We opened two major and very popular temporary exhibits at the Museum, and opened a new 
permanent aquarium exhibit on “Cayuga Lake Past and Present” at the Nature Center. Our scientific staff and affiliated 
students at Cornell University published new cutting-edge research on conservation paleobiology, macroevolution, and Earth 
science education. Our specimen collection continued to grow, and we digitized almost 100,000 more specimens to make 
them available on-line. Our climate change education materials reached 49,593 teachers in 4,173 schools working with over 
two million students.

For 87 years, PRI has studied the past to inform the future. Institutionally and scientifically, we look back in order to 
look forward.

Director Warren Allmon (left) with incoming Board President Beth Mielbrecht and outgoing Board 
President Brian Bauer in the new John Wells Rare Books Room in the PRI Library.
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7 million specimens.
PRI’s collections rank among the 10 largest invertebrate paleontological collections in the United States,

                                  including nearly 13,000 stratigraphic “bulk” samples which provide a unique resourc 
                                                           for scientific research, teaching, and exhibitions around the world.

        Approximately172,000  new specimens were 
           accessioned into the research collection in FY 2019.

2.5 million people reached.
Teacher-Friendly Guides reached 30,000 teachers with a combination of 
                                           books and CDs mailed to their schools, and another 4,000 downloaded copies.

                                    Combined, these teachers touch 
                                                             the lives of over 2,000,000 students.

35,000 hours of education.
      

Over 13,500 education participants through in-person programming including

                                      about 9,250 in education programs and
                                                                                                              4,300 at offsite events, 

           totalling around 10,000 education program contact hours.

                             Our Summer Camp had 657 camper-weeks with
                                                                                                        over 20,000 Summer Camp contact hours.

Over 200 college students instructed, totalling over
                                                                                      5,000 contact hours through
                                                                                       the academic courses taught by PRI Staff. 

Reaching around 1,500 participants at national conferences and teacher workshops 
                                                                                         indirectly reaching approximately 90,000 students 
                                                                                                                           through the teachers that attend.

Over 400,000 website visits, about half of which are visitors to our Teacher-Friendly Guides and substantial 
numbers of people visiting the Digital Atlas of Ancient Life. 

                 3,700 pre-K to college student groups 
                                                                                         in 180 programs through the Museum of the Earth,

               including 808 first graders through the 
                               Kids Discover the Trail programs.
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Collections

Today, natural history collections like PRI’s play a vital role in our understanding of biodiversity, evolution, and the 
environmental impacts of climate change—information that profoundly affects all of our lives. 

Collections Growth 
PRI’s collections rank among the 10 largest invertebrate paleontological collections in the United States and are the 
intellectual core of the Institution. Over 7 million specimens and nearly 13,000 stratigraphic “bulk” samples provide a 
unique resource for scientific research, teaching, and exhibitions across the country and around the world. PRI’s collection 
continued to grow throughout fiscal year 2019. Thirty-four donations, containing approximately172,000 specimens, were 
accessioned into the research collection. These specimens ranged in geologic age from the Silurian (about 443 to 419 million 
years ago) to today, and locations from Central New York to Europe and Southeast Asia.

Collections Usage
This past year, 30 scientific loans of specimens in PRI’s collection were made to researchers from around the U.S. and the 
world. Visitors came from five states and one foreign country to visit PRI’s collections during FY 2019. PRI’s collections 
were also cited in at least eight professional and student publications in the past year. PRI specimens are also often used in 
creating exhibitions and for public outreach purposes. 

Specimen Digitization 
Digitization—the process of creating or converting collections information into a digital form—is essential to make PRI’s 
collections more available and therefore more relevant and valuable to today’s scientific and educational communities. 
The 2019 fiscal year saw significant progress in specimen digitization, especially an ongoing NSF-funded project dubbed 
the “Eastern Pacific Invertebrate Communities of the Cenozoic” (EPICC). This project has ten partner institutions, led 
by University of California Berkeley. Each institution is cataloging, georeferencing, and photographing the Cenozoic 
invertebrate fossils from the west coast of the Americas, from Alaska to Chile. The goal of the EPICC project is to make 1.6 
million specimen records available to the public through data aggregators such as iDigBio (www.idigbio.org). In FY 2019, 
for the EPICC project, we cataloged nearly 65,000 specimens, took over 3,760 specimen photographs, and georeferenced 
500 localities. 

Collections volunteers and interns as well as undergraduate and graduate students have played a vital role in the success 
of the EPICC project. They have helped us check taxonomy, research and georeference localities, and take photographs of 
specimens. Briana DiMarco, a Drexel University student interning in collections, spent many hours learning to photograph 
specimens for the EPICC grant project. 

Drexel University allows their students to choose a six-month program to work and gain experience 
in their preferred field. Because DiMarco chose to come to PRI she was able to encounter a wide 
range of job opportunities. These came in the form of photographing specimens for the collections 
team, reconstructing a fossil snail database for the PRI director, and volunteering to educate and 
interact with the public at the horseshoe crab touch tank in the museum. All three of these jobs 
amplified her previously-learned skills as well as exposed her to new ones. 

She had this to say about her experience “Photographing specimens was a relatively novel ability 
that I had only dabbled in briefly,...but it required a great amount of precision and an eye for detail. 
Working in the collections workroom also showed me how much labor occurs behind the scenes.”

“This focus-on-detail mentality also bled into the database research because the job required me 
to read through hundreds of papers mentioning Turritella snails. If I missed any brief mention of 
a species...the database would not be as extensive as required for other researchers to utilize it 
as a taxonomic resource.” She added, “This co-op/internship at PRI gave me more responsibility 
within the workplace. I will be able to take not only the technical skills, but also the life lessons I 
learned, and apply them to any work environment I may encounter in the future.”

Briana DiMarco
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Warren Allmon gives a tour of the Collections 
Department to Cornell students.
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Achatinella land snails collected by Wesley Newcomb 
in the 19th century, along with a paper published 

about his specimens, and a period map of Hawaii.
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Cornell University Malacology Collection 
finds new home at PRI

The Cornell University (CU) Malacology Collection consists of approximately 69,000 specimens of modern land, freshwater, 
and marine mollusks from around the world. The core of the collection are specimens collected in the 19th century by 
Wesley Newcomb (1818-1892). Newcomb trained as a physician but collected mollusks throughout his adult life. He 
described 126 mollusk species, including many Hawaiian tree snail species in the genus Achatinella that were collected in 
the 1850s. These species are now extinct or endangered because of changes to their habitats and the impacts of invasive 
predators. The Newcomb collection was purchased by Ezra Cornell in 1868 and was thought to be one of the most complete 
shell collections in North America at that time.

In the 1930s, the CU Malacology Collection was moved from Cornell’s 
Paleontological Museum (which was disbanded) and stored until 1953, when Arthur 
Soper and Arthur C. Clarke re-curated the collection. It was soon stored away and 
forgotten again until the early 1980s when it came to the attention of personnel in 
Cornell’s Section of Ecology and Systematics and was unpacked. The last acquisition 
to the CU Malacology Collection was a donation in 1995 by Julian Smith, a Cornell 
professor of chemical engineering and amateur malacologist, who focused his 
collecting on land and freshwater snails from Tompkins County in Central New 
York. His collection, which was made between 1952 and 1992, includes more than 
2,000 specimens representing around 200 species.

In 1995, the entire CU Malacology Collection was moved to PRI, which provided 
storage space while Cornell personnel inventoried and organized the shells separately 
from the PRI modern mollusk collection. In 2008, a Memorandum of Understanding 
was signed by Cornell and PRI, which detailed the conditions of a permanent loan 
of the collection to PRI. Under the arrangement, Cornell retained ownership of the 
collection, while PRI formally took over the day-to-day management and care of the 
collection. The collection, however, still could not be digitized and made available 
online. Recognizing that the collection would be most useful if it was digitized, Cornell 
formally transferred ownership of the CU Malacology Collection to PRI in 2018.

PRI collections staff have worked over the past year to come up with a plan 
to integrate the former CU collection with its own modern mollusk collection. 
The expected benefit of this planned project is increasing the discoverability and 
accessibility of the CU Malacology Collection at PRI.

With the completion of this project, the 69,000 specimens and their associated records 
in the collection will be upgraded to the highest curatorial standards, enhanced with 
new information (e.g., georeferenced localities, updated taxonomy and images of historic original labels), physically integrated 
with PRI’s existing modern mollusk collection, and made accessible online via a searchable database to researchers, students, 
and educators worldwide.

Dr. Wesley Newcomb
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Research

Since its founding in 1932, research has been a fundamental part of PRI’s institutional activity and identity. Today, PRI staff 
and affiliated students from Cornell pursue primary research in a variety of areas related to the history of life, including how 
to use paleontological information to address contemporary environmental challenges.

Evolution and Paleobiology
PRI is home to one of the largest collections of fossil mollusks (clams, snails cephalopods, and their kin) in the U.S., and 
research on the evolution of these groups has always been one of PRI’s core scientific strengths. Today, PRI staff and students 
are engaged in cutting-edge studies of these abundant fossils, from discovering the history of biodiversity of marine life in the 
ancient Caribbean, to using both genes and fossils to reconstruct the evolutionary history of marine snails, to exploring what 
the shape of their fossil shells tells us about how the evolutionary process works. This research increases our knowledge of 
the history of the diversity of life and the evolutionary processes that have produced that diversity.

PRI Research Assistant Jaleigh Pier working with oyster samples.
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Conservation Paleobiology
Conservation Paleobiology is a rapidly developing subfield of paleontology 
that uses information from the fossil record to inform future conservation 
decisions. Gregory Dietl, PRI’s Director of Collections and Curator of 
Cenozoic Invertebrates, is among the leaders in this field.

Research highlights in Fiscal 2019 included work on the HOBS (historical 
oyster body size) project. Long-term data on patterns of oyster reef health 
over time are critical for effective restoration. Unfortunately, data on past 
reef health are not available for many of Florida’s estuaries. PRI scientists 
have teamed up with the Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
to establish otherwise unavailable baselines for oyster reef health using 
records from the past. Decision makers will use these data to help select 
focal areas where restoration efforts are most needed.
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Publications

The Paleontological Research Institution has been a publisher since its founding. Its in-house technical journal, Bulletins 
of American Paleontology (BAP), has been printed continuously since 1895. BAP provides an important outlet for 
monographic-length research in paleontology. Three issues of BAP were published during the past year.

Conodont studies dedicated to the careers and contributions of Anita Harris, Glen Merrill, 
Carl Rexroad, Walter Sweet, and Bruce Wardlaw. Edited by D. Jeffrey Over and Charles M. 
Henderson (BAP 395-396).

   Number 397, June 2019Published since 1895 

American Paleontology
Bulletins of

History of Paleontology in Virginia:
1607–2007

Lauck W. Ward and Warren D. Allmon

Numbers 395–396, November 2018Published since 1895 

American Paleontology
Bulletins of

Conodont Studies Dedicated to the 
Careers and Contributions of Anita 
Harris, Glen Merrill, Carl Rexroad, 
Walter Sweet, and Bruce Wardlaw

Edited by
D. Jeffrey Over and Charles M. Henderson

  Number 398, June 2019Published since 1895 

American Paleontology
Bulletins of

Chondrichthyan and Osteichthyan 
Paleofaunas from the Cretaceous (Late 

Maastrichtian) Fox Hills Formation 
of North Dakota, USA: Paleoecology, 

Paleogeography, and Extinction

John W. Hoganson, J. Mark Erickson, 
and F. D. Holland, Jr.

Earth@Home to bring together resources
In order to continue to grow our existing prominence as a national leader 
in Earth science education, as well as to expand our online reach, PRI is 
working on creating a novel web platform called Earth@Home.

Our goal is for this platform to become a quality go-to source for 
information about earth science and climate change. Visitors will have 
the opportunity to learn about the geological history and fossil record of 
the place where they live, as well as the reasons for its modern climate, 
topography, soils, mineral and energy resources, and natural hazards.

Earth@Home will integrate decades of PRI outreach content—ranging 
from our Teacher-Friendly Guide™ series to our books on evolution and 
climate change—and combine it with a comprehensive Earth science 

textbook, which will build upon the success of our current Digital Encyclopedia of Ancient Life. All 
of these products will be open access. A project of this size and scope is possible at PRI because 
we already have much of the resources in-house. The Earth@Home project will update existing 
content, develop new material, and push to introduce the Earth sciences to new audiences.

Chondrichthyan and osteichthyan 
paleofaunas from the Cretaceous (Late 
Maastrichtian) Fox Hills Formation 
of North Dakota, USA: Paleoecology, 
Paleogeography, and Extinctions. By 
John W. Hoganson, J. Mark Erickson, 
and F. D. Holland, Jr. (BAP 398).

History of paleontology in Virginia: 1607-
2007. By Lauck W. Ward and Warren D. 
Allmon (BAP 397).
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We came to PRI from Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, where we are student curators at the Joe 
Webb Peoples Museum of Natural History. We are avid collectors with a special fondness for seashells and other 
marine invertebrates. 

We spent a significant part of our internship at PRI during 
the summer of 2019 curating a collection of recent shells 
donated by Dr. William Zinsmeister, who was a paleontology 
professor at Purdue University. The collection is made up of 
over 10,000 modern mollusk specimens amassed from varied 
sources—everything from purchased specimens to those that 
were collected by Zinsmeister himself during his travels. 
Zinsmeister used these specimens for the paleontology courses 
that he taught. Through verifying information on the labels 
associated with each specimen lot, we soon realized that there 
was much to be learned about esoteric and often eccentric 
collection practices of collectors. Each collector would have an 
individualistic set of fieldnote-taking and specimen-annotating 
styles, making the documentations associated with the 
specimens an intriguing collection in themselves.

The most mesmerizing aspect of being in the collections is 
that no matter how many wondrous hours you have spent 
wandering through the hallways, some surprising treasure 
always lurks in a drawer you peek into—a treasure that ought 
to be looked at by more pairs of eyes.

We turned that thought into a project assembling a temporary exhibition in the Museum of the Earth on the 
importance of amassing vast collections of what may seem to many as holiday souvenirs that are a dime a 
dozen—seashells. Our assembly of the Zinsmeister recent mollusk taxonomic exhibit was to break the fourth 

wall—by explaining the human aspect of creating 
such exhibits, as well as showing the faces and 
labor of the folks who toiled to execute it. To 
us, the most illuminating part was collaborating 
with different museum professionals to create 
content that balanced factual accuracy with easy 
accessibility for a wide range of viewers.

We had a wonderful summer at the PRI, not just 
with the awesome collections but also with the 
amazing people we met—from getting insects 
we found around Ithaca identified by Brian 
Gollands, PRI’s entomologist and IT Manager, to 
fun discussions during the weekly Friday reading 
groups, to learning fossil prep while getting our 
own specimen scanned using 3D-photogrammetry. 
Nor can we forget the endless conversations with 
volunteer Bill Klose while working with the coral 
collection…just a few examples of the many 
marvelous experiences we had. 

Having grown up in a country (Malaysia) where 
Creationism is prevalent, and resources in the 

sciences are meagre, natural history collections have 
always been inaccessible to us. We could only dream 

about learning about or handling the seemingly far-away and untouchable animal, vegetable and mineral world. 
Coming to the States and interning at PRI has been more than a dream come true and is definitely an invaluable 
experience in making informed decisions in the direction we intend to take in academia. Thank you, PRI!

Andy and Yu Kai’s dreams come true

Andy Tan and Yu Kai Tan in front 
of the Museum of the Earth

Their Zinsmeister recent mollusk taxonomy exhibit.
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Education

PRI provides local, regional, and national educational outreach by offering programming, publications, and resources to 
school teachers, science educators, and the general public, both as a primary source and as part of partnerships with other 
institutions.

Teacher Professional Development
By reaching teachers we reach their students, increasing our impact many fold. Teacher professional development has 
been a focus of PRI’s educational programming for over two decades. We help teachers teach societally significant topics 
such as climate change and energy use and place-based approaches to Earth systems generally. Workshops seek to engage 
participants as collaborators and to foster active discussions about topics such as what good teaching looks like, how to use 
technology in teaching, how to integrate the Next Generation Science Standards, and how to organize teaching through the 
lens of a small number of cross-cutting big ideas.

Among our many workshops in FY 2019, some of the highlights included the following:

• PRI worked in collaboration with New York Sea Grant to offer a 3-day climate change workshop at 
Stuyvesant High School in New York City and the Cornell Tech campus on Roosevelt Island.

• We provided a two-day professional development program for teachers in Maryland’s Prince George’s County 
School District focused on the The Teacher-Friendly Guide™ to Climate Change. The district has 22 high 
schools and 142,000 students.

• At the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH), we led workshops for Earth science teacher 
candidates in AMNH’s Masters of Arts in Teaching program. These programs focused on virtual fieldwork 
experience development and use with special attention to critical zone science. AMNH’s teacher education 
program is one of the largest producers of certified Earth science teachers in the country. 

High school student participants in the Western New York Youth Climate Summit in Buffalo, New York in June, 2019.
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• We provided workshops for the New York State Master Teacher Program, which provides professional 
development for New York’s top teachers. We gave workshops on evolution and diversity using the Museum 
of the Earth’s special exhibits, and provided day-long workshops, with Mike Hubenthal from IRIS, for 
Binghamton-area Master Teachers. We also worked with the Western New York Master Teachers as they 
prepared for the Third Annual Western New York Youth Climate Action Summit in June 2019.

• We gave workshops at science teacher conferences such as the National Science Teachers Association national 
meeting and Science Teacher of New York State annual meeting.

Climate Clearinghouses
Municipal offices and many others need high quality climate data and model predictions for their own area for planning purposes. 
PRI’s staff provide this service through curating two clearinghouses for climate change science information: the New York Climate 
Change Science Clearinghouse (https://www.nyclimatescience.org) and ResilientMA, Climate Change Clearinghouse for the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (http://resilientma.org). Both sites focus mainly on adaptation and resilience to climate change, 
and they are portals to data, maps, documents, decision support tools, plans, case studies, videos, and more.

Several of PRI’s outreach staff are active members of the Climate Literacy and Energy Awareness Network (CLEAN), the 
group responsible for the national Climate Literacy Principles that have been cited in several federal educational initiatives 
and requests for proposals in an array of grant programs. 

New York Climate Change Science Clearinghouse website
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Climate Change Education

Teach Climate Science is PRI’s initiative to support teachers nationwide in teaching about climate change.

The Teacher-Friendly Guide™ to Climate Change
In 2017, we published The Teacher-Friendly Guide™ to Climate Change (TFG-
CC), a book written by PRI staff with input from IPCC lead authors and leading 
climate scientists. The Teacher-Friendly Guide™ to Climate Change is written 
for middle and high school teachers—and anyone—who could benefit from 
a “teacher-friendly” resource that includes both the basics of climate change 
science and perspectives on teaching a subject that has become socially and 
politically polarized. 

With our book just a few months away from publication in the Spring of 2017, 
we learned that the Heartland Institute—a think tank actively engaged in science 
denial— was sending a book promoting misleading and false information about 
climate science to teachers around the country. This motivated us to begin our 
own campaign to send The Teacher-Friendly Guide™ to Climate Change to 
every public high school science teacher in the United States. We have been 
crowdfunding and approaching private foundations to support this effort, 
and are now in the second year of this initiative. Our book and crowdfunding 
campaign have received national attention from news outlets and organizations 
such as NPR, Yale Climate Connections, Frontline, the National Science Teachers 
Association, the National Earth Science Teachers Association, and Sierra 
Magazine.

To date we have sent the TFG-CC to every public high school science teacher 
in the states of Idaho, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode 
Island, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Nevada, and Iowa, along 
with most teachers in New York and New Jersey. In addition to these mailings, 
we have distributed books to teachers in another 27 states through meetings, 
individual contacts, etc., reaching a total of 40,000 teachers.

In September 2018 we created a new publication, our 12-page Quick Start Guide 
to the TFG-CC. Each page of the Quickstart Guide features one essential concept 
drawn from each of the 12 chapters of the full TFG-CC. The Quickstart Guide is 
now included with all of our mailings and outreach. The project web site (https://
teachclimatescience.wordpress.com) contains information about the book and the 

campaign to ship books and CDs to high schools across the country; it also contains downloadable PDFs of the book and 
individual chapters and descriptions of selected classroom activities.

PRI Climate Change Education in NYC
Through a private donation, PRI offered climate change education in 
New York City, in collaboration with New York Sea Grant (NYSG), 
which is administered by Cornell University (similar to Cooperative 
Extension). NYSG and PRI staff used the existing NYC Emergency 
Management preparedness vehicle, “Go Bags,” to be ready with supplies 
if the event of extreme weather.

The workshop was part of the New York City Department of 
Education STEM Institute. The three-day workshop was held at NYC 
Stuyvesant High School and at Cornell Tech campus on Roosevelt 
Island. The workshop covered the basics of climate change science, 
impacts on New York City, mitigation of carbon emissions, resilience 
to extreme weather hazards associated with climate change, and 
communicating climate change. Alexandra Moore helping with sea level rise 

measurements during a New York City workshop.

A Master Teacher with her copy 
of The Teacher-Friendly Guide™

to Climate Change.
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PRI Climate Change Education in Our Own Community
At the Cayuga Nature Center, funding from the Park Foundation allowed us to continue to develop and run a variety of 
climate change education programs. At the 2018 Summer Camp, Ingrid Zabel, our Climate Change Education Manager, ran 
programs on using green infrastructure to protect buildings from heavy rain, building lemon batteries to help learn about 
energy storage, planting native plants to help wildlife adapt to change, measuring temperature, and  building the campers’ 
understanding of why we have seasons.

We ran activities with middle school-age students together with The Learning Web, a local organization that helps youth 
explore different careers and volunteer experiences. With New Roots Charter School students we provided outreach for the 
general public at both of our public venues, such as a “Ask a Scientist about Climate Change and Hurricanes” table during 
hurricane season at the Museum of the Earth.

PRI is an active member of Western New York Environmental Alliance (WNYEA), an alliance of more than 100 groups 
and institutions who work to resolve environmental issues in western New York, and PRI staff serve on several of their 
working committees. 

PRI is also a member of the Tompkins County Climate Protection Initiative (TCCPI)—a climate action and clean energy 
coalition in the Ithaca, New York area made up of community leaders from the education, business, government, nonprofit, 
and youth sectors.

Teachers making measurements of trees as part of a Teaching Climate Science workshop at the Museum of the Earth.
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National and Regional Outreach

PRI provides local, regional, and national educational outreach by offering programming, publications, and resources 
to schools, teachers, and science educators, and by working in partnerships with other institutions. PRI’s Education and 
Outreach staff have been involved in the national development discussion and implementation of the new Next Generation 
Science Standards.

Nearly all life lives in the Earth’s “critical zone”—the outer skin of the Earth, extending from the top of the tree canopy to 
the base of the groundwater lens. There are nine CZOs that monitor biological, chemical, and geological parameters across 
a range of ecosystem types. PRI leads the education and outreach effort of the Critical Zone Observatories National Office, 
established at Cornell University in 2014.

The CZO education and outreach mission is to increase awareness and understanding of Critical Zone science in learners 
nationwide. PRI staff coordinated the network of outreach providers, worked on virtual fieldwork experiences for several 
of the CZO sites, disseminated literature about using critical zone science in education, and organized existing education 
resources on the CZO National Office web site. The Critical Zone Observatories Educational Resources Collection has both 
nearly doubled in size and seen improvements to the user-interface over the last several months. The collection now boasts 
38 resources appropriate to educators in a wide variety of settings.

PRI’s Director of Teacher Programs, Don Haas, was President of the National Association of Geoscience Teachers (NAGT) 
until October 2018, then assumed the role of Past President, while also serving on NAGT’s Advocacy and Nominations 
Committees and acting as a liaison between NAGT and the National Earth Science Teachers Association. 

In December 2018, Don began a three-year term on the International Ocean Discovery Program’s (formerly, the International 
Ocean Drilling Program) United States Advisory Committee. He serves in a newly-created ex officio position for education 
and outreach.

Don Haas speaking about the Next Generation Science Standards at a teacher 
professional development workshop held at Allegheny College.
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National Association 
of Science Teachers 
Position Statement
While the National Association of 
Science Teachers (NSTA) has long 
had dozens of position papers on 
many aspects of science education, 
it did not have a position paper on 
climate change until September of 
2018. PRI’s Director of Teacher 
Programs Don Haas served on 
the committee that authored the 
statement and supporting documents 
released in Fall 2018. The Teacher-
Friendly Guide™ to Climate Change 
is noted on the NSTA website as a 
recommended resource for teachers. 
The position statement can be found 
at https://www.nsta.org/about/
positions/climatescience.aspx .

PRI Receives Friend of the Planet Award
In June 2019 PRI received the National Center for Science Education’s 
Friend of the Planet Award, given to an individual or organization 
that has made a substantial contribution to climate change education. 
In making the award NCSE notes PRI’s “Invaluable contributions to 
climate change education, both locally in the Ithaca, New York area, 
and globally, through your publications,” calling The Teacher-Friendly 
Guide™ to Climate Change, “The single best resource on climate 
change for teachers to be published in the last few years.”

Virtual Fieldwork Experiences
PRI is partnering with educators at the University of California 
Museum of Paleontology to produce Virtual Fieldwork Experiences 
that allow students to visit classic paleontological field sites along the 
Pacific coast and explore images and data from specimens that have 
been collected there—from computers anywhere in the world. You can 
see the first two VFEs at https://epiccvfe.berkeley.edu .

Teachers learning about horseshoe crabs evolution at a New York State Master 
Teachers workshop on living fossils at the Museum of the Earth.

The Kettleman Hills home page from the EPICC Virtual Field 
Experiences website focuses on a site in the California coastal 
mountain range.
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Local Educational Outreach

Dr. Carl Brett (University of Cincinnati) (center) and Dr. Gordon Baird (SUNY Fredonia) 
leading a field trip to local outcrops during PRI’s annual Summer Symposium.

Dr. James Lamsdell (West Virginia University) giving the keynote on horseshoe crabs as living fossils 
during PRI’s annual Darwin Days in February, 2019.
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PRI runs numerous education and outreach events each year for people in Central New York. Our annual Teacher Resource 
Day provides thousands of fossils, rocks, and shells for free for teachers to use for educational purposes, along with 
publications and other materials. 

Upstate New York is renowned for the quality and quantity of its invertebrate fossils, and one Saturday of each month June-
August, we lead a public fossil collecting field trip to a locality. Fossil collecting can be enjoyed by participants of every age 
and level of experience, and provides a great opportunity to feel the excitement of discovery.

The famous gorges of the Finger Lakes are ideal outdoor classrooms to learn about the origin of our spectacular landscape. 
The James Potorti Gorge Walks take place every Friday morning in the month of August. PRI has been offering summer 
gorge walks for 20 years. They were officially renamed in 2005 to the James Potorti Interpretive Gorge Walks in memory of 
Ithaca native James E. Potorti, who died in the September 11, 2001 attacks.

Since 2006, Ithaca Darwin Days has been our annual week-long salute to the father of evolutionary biology. Cosponsored 
with Cornell University, each year we offer public lectures, panel discussions, a science trivia night, films, and a Darwin-
themed Family Day. Events are held at the Museum of the Earth, Cornell University, and in downtown Ithaca. Speakers this 
year included Dr. William Bemis, Cornell University; Dr. Maria A. Gandolfo, Cornell University; Dr. William Crepet, Cornell 
University; Dr. Elizabeth Hermsen, Paleontological Research Institution; and the keynote speaker Dr. James Lamsdell, from 
West Virginia University.

Alexandra Moore, PRI Senior Education Associate, on the right, showing teachers a simple experiment they 
can run in their classrooms to show the effects of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
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Digital Atlas of Ancient Life

PRI’s Digital Atlas of Ancient Life project provides 
free online resources to help people learn about 
fossils from particular regions and time periods, and 
better understand Earth’s ancient life. The project is 
supported by the National Science Foundation and 
led by Director of Science Communication Jonathan 
Hendricks. It has three major components: 

1Field guides to fossils from particular regions. 
These are designed to help avocational and 
professional paleontologists, as well as teachers 
and their students, identify and learn about their 
fossil discoveries. Digital Atlases have already 
been produced for the Ordovician fossils from 
the Cincinnati region, the Pennsylvanian of the 
midcontinent United States, and the Neogene of 
the southeastern United States. A fourth Atlas, 
which focuses on Cretaceous fossils from the 
Western Interior Seaway—which divided North 
American in two during the age of the dinosaurs 
and covered places like modern Kansas below a 
shallow ocean—is currently being developed. 

2An open access, online “textbook” about ancient 
life called the Digital Encyclopedia of Ancient 
Life (DEAL). Most of the content—including 
the text itself and most of the images—of this 
new resource has Creative Commons licensing, 
meaning that educators can use it as they wish 
with few restrictions. Chapters online now 
range from overviews of the fossil record and 
geological time, to pages about ancient snails, 
cephalopods, corals, and plants. 

3An online Virtual Collection of nearly 500 
interactive, digital 3D models of fossil specimens 
that are on exhibit in the Museum of the Earth 
and stored “behind the scenes” in PRI’s research 
collections. The Virtual Collection is arranged 
taxonomically by fossil group, and we expect 
it will be of interest to teachers (especially who 
educate online), their students, and others who 
are interested in prehistoric life. All of the models 
are also posted on our project Sketchfab page 
and may be freely downloaded and 3D printed.

You can visit all of them at: 
www.digitalatlasofancientlife.org
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Hundreds of fossil 3-D images created
Digitization Assistant Emily Hauf, who recently graduated with a bachelor’s degree in geology from SUNY Geneseo, 
has spent the past two summers at PRI developing digital interactive 3D models of fossil specimens from PRI’s “behind 
the scenes” research collections and on display at the Museum of the Earth using a technique called photogrammetry. 
Photogrammetry involves taking numerous photographs of a single specimen from multiple angles, then using an advanced 
computer program to convert those photographs into a 3D model. These models may all be freely downloaded, and you can 
create your own replicas of the original fossils using a 3D printer.

Emily created nearly 470 of these 3D models and they are now being integrated into Virtual Collections as part of the Digital 
Atlas of Ancient Life project (https://www.digitalatlasofancientlife.org/vc/). Representatives of nearly all major taxonomic 
groups have been scanned and are now online, providing broad coverage across the tree of life. We expect that these models 
will be of interest to educators because they provide a novel means to share exceptional fossil specimens with their students 
in an interactive and engaging way. The models will also be of use to students as a means to study the details of fossils 
(which can be labeled using digital annotations) outside of classroom settings.
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Museum of the Earth

PRI’s award-winning Museum of the Earth provides meaningful learning experiences about the rich history of the Earth and its 
life. The Museum appeals to a wide range of audiences, from local students and their families to visitors from around the world.

The Museum hosts a variety of special events each year to provide engaging educational experiences. These include Darwin 
Family Day, Fossil ID Days, Museum in the Dark, the History of Life lecture series, and the annual Summer Symposium. The 
Museum hosts public educational hands-on programs during local Winter, Spring, and Summer school recesses, and PRI’s 
Fossil Mania in observation of National Fossil Day in October.

Programs are geared to groups of many different backgrounds—from young children to older adults and educators. The 
Museum of the Earth is a participant in the local annual teacher appreciation week Ithaca Loves Teachers, providing special 
programming and discounts for dozens of area teachers. PRI continues to expand its Community Accessibility Program, 
which was created to ensure that Earth science and environmental education are available to everyone regardless of resources 
or special needs. Opportunities include the Young Naturalists Accessibility Program (YNAP), Museums for All, Winter Free 
Days, Community Day, and human service agencies group memberships.

From the very beginning of life on Earth, to the flora and fauna of your backyard, the Museum, along with its sister venues 
Cayuga Nature Center and Smith Woods, tells the story of life on Earth and the value in preserving and protecting it.

The Museum hosted two special exhibits in FY19: 
“Secrets of the Skull: From Titanoboa to Tuatara” and 
“Survivors: Up Close with Living Fossils”.

The Survivors exhibit included live animals from the 
Cayuga Nature Center that gave museum visitors a 
chance to get up close to real examples of living fossils. 
In addition, a new touch tank contained live horseshoe 
crabs and sea stars. Visitors could also touch species of 
plants that had existed for hundreds of millions of years 
relatively unchanged. All of these were paired with fossils 
of early examples of the species, along with information 
about evolution, species adaptability, and conservation.

Left: Volunteers staffing the Survivors: Up Close with 
Living Fossils exhibit’s touch tank allowed visitors to get 
up close and personal with live horseshoe crabs and sea 

stars at the Survivors exhibit.

Below: Andrielle Swaby, PRI Evolution Education 
Manager, leads a tour of the Survivors exhibit.
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Above: The 44-foot long Right Whale #2030 skeleton that hangs above the Borg Warner Gallery.
Below: Visitors enjoying the Survivors: Up Close with Living Fossils exhibit. 
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“Kids Discover the Trail!” at the Museum

As a member of Ithaca’s Discovery 
Trail, the Museum takes part in their 
Kids Discover the Trail! program. 
Each year the Museum provides fun, 
hands-on educational programming 
for every 1st grade class in the Ithaca, 
Trumansburg, Groton, Newfield, 
Lansing, and Dryden, New York 
School Districts. Through this 
program, nearly 800 1st grade students 
participated in custom-designed 
programs at the Museum during FY 
2019. The programs use hands-on 
activities to help the children explore 
Earth science concepts and discover 
how scientists work, in addition to 
helping their teachers meet curricular 
goals and learning standards.

In addition to Kids Discover the Trail 
the Museum welcomed many other 
K-12 classrooms, and our educators 
conducted programs that build upon 
the Museum’s exhibits and core 
concepts such as local Devonian 
fossils, dinosaurs, coral reefs, and 
glaciers. In all, over 4,300 students 
participated in over 200 programs 
during FY 2019.
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Education staff members and 
volunteer docents work with the 

teachers in Tompkins County, New 
York, to bring the history of the Earth 
to life for first grade students through 
activities that teach about how rocks 

form, how fossils are created, and 
how paleontologists work.
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Cayuga Nature Center

PRI’s Cayuga Nature Center cultivates awareness, appreciation, and responsibility for the natural world through outdoor and 
environmental education. The live animal ambassadors, interpretive exhibits, and miles of trails through 120 acres of woods, 
open fields and gorges build knowledge, spark curiosity, and stimulate awareness of the importance of conservation.

The Nature Center 
is critical to PRI’s 
goal to create 
premier educational 
resources for teaching 
and learning about 
evolution and the 
impact of climate 
change on the fauna 
and flora of Central 
New York. Each year 
thousands of people 
are reached through 
public programs, 
school programs, and 
camps. The Nature 
Center hosts 800 
Tompkins County 
5th graders each year 
who participate in the 
Center’s outdoor and 
animal educational 
program as part of 
the Kids Discover the 
Trail! Program. 

The Cayuga Nature Center also provides 
an opportunity to monitor our own local 
environment and provide public outreach. 
Examples include digital weather data, 
growth and budding of selected trees; and 
lists of species on the property. We are in 
the process of planning for monitoring 
the chemistry of the air, stream, and 
vegetation at the site.

Tree species including northern white 
cedar, red oak, winterberry, silky 
dogwood, and sand cherry were planted 
during this past year to help with erosion 
near the stream banks on the property.

Several of the Nature Center’s live Animal 
Ambassadors were critical components 
of the “Survivors: Up Close With Living 
Fossils” exhibit at Museum of the Earth. 
Snakes, tortoises, cockroaches, and 
scorpions were incorporated into the 
exhibit to help visitors’ understanding the 
adaptations and characteristics that make 
some organisms “living fossils.” During 
the Survivor’s exhibit Nature Center staff 
also cared for aquariums with spotted gar 

The new roadside sign for the Cayuga Nature Center. A row of solar panels along the top powers 
the nighttime illumination. Local blacksmith, Durand Van Doren, created the plant and animal 

silhouettes in iron that encircle the center panel.

Staff member Natalee Wrege pointing out the fish native to Cayuga Lake to 
visitors to our “Cayuga Lake: Past and Present” aquariums.
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and a young sturgeon, as well as maintaining a touch tank with live 
horseshoe crabs and sea stars.

In March the Nature Center hosted another outstanding Maple Fest. 
Visitors enjoyed maple syrup making demonstrations, tours of the 
Center’s Maple Trail, vendors, live music, and programs.

Runners competing during our annual 
Fox Trot 5K Trail Run.

One of our volunteer animal caretakers with 
Ichabod the Turkey Vulture.

Visitors during our annual Maple Fest learn about the process of making maple syrup in our Sugar Shack, and learn about 
maple trees and the effect of climate change on forests with Cornell professor emeritus Dr. Brian Chabot.
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Cayuga Nature Center’s Summer Camp

The Cayuga Nature Center Summer Camp provides environmental and outdoor 
education experiences for over 400 campers each season ranging in age from 3 to 
16 years old, many of whom return to the camp year after year, in part because 
of the high quality of the experience and our veteran staff. 

Nature Center camp staff and educators excel at bringing to life the camp 
curriculum, which offers a wide variety of enriching educational experiences. 
Where the educators truly shine is in utilizing the outdoors as a platform to 
engage campers in meaningful experiences suited to a multitude of different 
learning styles. For many of the campers, finding success in learning not only 
builds their knowledge of the natural world, but also helps them build confidence 
during their time at camp.

Our programming 
combines hands-on 
activities, guided 
outdoor exploration, 
and educational 
game-play. The 
curriculum benefits 
greatly from the skilled 
and knowledgeable 
educators who work 
with us each year, 
including PRI staff 
who come in as guest 

speakers. Specialized educators talked with campers about topics 
ranging from Native American artifacts to insects to the formation 
of the gorge on the Nature Center property.

The Young Naturalist Access 
Program (YNAP) provides 
youth in need (aged 5 - 17) 
free access to either a week 
of summer camp at Cayuga 
Nature Center and a one-year 
YNAP Youth Membership to 
the PRI and both of our public 
educational venues. YNAP 
provides young people and 
their families/caregivers all of 
the benefits of a regular PRI 
membership plus free access 
to all of our ticketed events, 
such as Maple Fest and local 
Fossil Field Trips. This year, 
YNAP scholarships covered 
the cost of an Explorer week 
for 99 campers.
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Smith Woods

Henry A. Smith Woods is a 32-acre old-growth forest located just outside of Trumansburg, New York. It is one of 
the largest remaining flat tracts of old-growth forest in Central New York. This small but spectacular place, with its 
enormous trees, dense forest canopy, and never-plowed ground, is a glimpse into the past. A walk through this small 
forested area may be the closest one can get in the region to experiencing a landscape that European settlers first 
witnessed. Old-growth forests are important both ecologically and culturally, providing a unique habitat and embodying 
local history. Sadly, these forests have declined every year since European settlement of the continent. According to the 
Old Growth Forest Network, only 1% of original forests in the Northeast US remain. Most Americans will never get to 
see an old-growth forest.

Named for the its last owner, Henry Atterbury Smith (1822-1891) this undeveloped forest fragment was left to the 
Village of Trumansburg in 1909 to be preserved as a public park forever. The purpose of the park is “the preservation of 
the park in its natural state and for educational and recreational purposes”.

In 2007, ownership of this forest was transferred to Cayuga Nature Center, and PRI has committed itself to preserving 
the integrity of the forest in keeping with the original intent of the trust. The educational mission of the park is 
continued by PRI through school visits and public hikes. Smith Woods is also open to the public year round.

In 2017, PRI installed fencing around the entire perimeter of the forest. Smith Woods, like many forested areas, had 
seen a stripping away of its undergrowth because of the rapid rise in local deer populations. Within the first year the 
undergrowth sprang back with a new life, helping to preserve the unique character of this old-growth forest for future 
generations. During this past year we added an additional two feet to the top of the existing fence, bringing the total 
height to eight feet, to further discourage deer encroachment.
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Trustees & Staff

Warren Allmon, Director
Leon Apgar, Museum Operations Specialist
Kaitlyn Bagnall-Newman, Environmental Education Manager
Maureen Bickley, Museum Education Manager
Helaina Blume, Director of Exhibitions
Patrick Branigan, Visitor Services & Volunteer Coordinator
Kelsey Brewster, Assistant Camp Director
Maija Cantori, Director of Visitor Services
Gregory Dietl, Director of Collections & Curator of Cenozoic 

Invertebrates
David Fass, Membership & Website Manager
Dana Friend, Postdoctoral Fellow
Rebecca Gray, Visitor Services Associate
Heather Delaney, Visitor Services Associate
Tiffany Garwol, Facility Rentals & Visitor Services Coordinator
Brian Gollands, IT Manager/Web Developer
Michael Griswold, Facilities Manager
John Gurche, Artist-in-Residence
Ryan Hamilton, Temporary Animal Staff
Don Haas, Director of Teacher Programming
Jim Harper, Manager of Marketing & Communications
Jonathan Hendricks, Director of Publications
Elizabeth Hermsen, Research Scientist
Helena Hauck de Oliveira, Temporary Animal Staff
Dayna Jorgenson, Director of Nature Center Programs
Viola Jones, Visitor Services Associate
Cheyenne Lee, Temporary Animal Staff
Georgia Lesh, Associate Director for Philanthropy
Beth Anne McGrogan, Visitor Services Associate
Pam Millar, Membership & Finance Associate
Alexandra Moore, Senior Education Associate
Jaleigh Pier, Research Assistant
Amanda Piha, Campaign & Giving Manager
Lily Rhoades, Visitor Services Associate
Robert Ross, Associate Director for Outreach
Matt Sacco, Outdoor Education Manager
Madeline Sempler, Director of Live Animal Collection
Leslie Skibinski, Collections Manager
Jaimi Shoemaker, Associate Director for Operations
Jansen Smith, Research Scientist
Kelley Snedeker, Visitor Services Associate
Chelsea Steffes, Assistant to the Director
Andrielle Swaby, Evolution Education Manager
Patricia Troy, Visitor Services Associate 
Vicky Wang, Collections Assistant
Savannah Wilson, Animal Education Manager
Emily Weaver, Education & Operations Coordinator
Natalee Wrege, Manager of Aquatic Animals
Ingrid Zabel, Climate Change Education Manager
Michael Zelko, Temporary Collections Assistant

William Ausich
Brian Bauer
Jennifer Biloski
Elisabeth Boas
Diana Boyer
Ann Budd
Alton Clark
Nate Cook
Thomas Cronin
David Dieterich
William Engles
Sandy Epstein

Susan Fleming
Joanne Florino
Greg Graffin
Nelson Hairston
Michael Kamarck
Beth Mielbrecht
Charlie Mulligan
Mary Opperman
Marvin Pritts
Ken Rother
Judith Terry Smith
Roger Thomas

John D. Allen
Loren E. Babcock
Peter Bardaglio
Philip Bartels
Larry Baum
Priscilla Browning
James Cordes
Harold Craft
H. Allen Curran
Shirley K. Egan
J. Mark Erickson
Rodney Feldmann
Karl Flessa
Jim Fogel
John C. Handley
Patricia Haugen Long
John Hermanson
Robert T. Horn, Jr
Bryan L. Isacks
Linda C. Ivany
Teresa Jordan
Patricia H. Kelley

Harry Lee
Harry Leffingwell
Rob Mackenzie
Amy McCune
Jean McPheeters
David Meyer
James Morin
D. Jeffrey Over
Katy Pearce
Edward B. Picou, Jr.
Philip Proujansky
Phil Reilly
Melzar Richards
Mary M. Shuford
Constance M. Soja
James E. Sorauf
Dale Springer
John C. Steinmetz
Peter B. Stifel
David Taube
Art Waterman
Don Wilson

StaffTrustees

Emeritus
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Katie Bagnall-Newman, Camp Director
Katelin Nelson, Education Associate
Kelsey Brewster, Assistant Camp Director
Ellen Mary Woods, Camp Health Director

Meghan Dushko, Environmental Educator
Christina Wildridge, Environmental 

Educator
Max Kroll, Environmental Educator
Carl Zabel, Environmental Educator
Callie Kaplan-Wright, Environmental 

Educator
Camille Wrege, Environmental Educator
Chloe Kroll, Environmental Educator
Wren Martinson, Environmental Educator
Seneca Brill, Environmental Educator
Nina Devine, Environmental Educator
Aidan Kaplan-Wright, Environmental 

Educator
Chloe Feiridch, Environmental Educator

Rose Zabel, Program Assistant
Hope Keifer, Program Assistant
Kasieum Pia-Miller, Program Assistant
Mason Zoner, Program Assistant

College student interns are an important part of PRI every year. 
Internships and assistantship opportunities are an extension of the 
students’ education where they share their knowledge with the staff 
and expand their understanding of their project’s subject.

During a specified time frame the students work side-by-side with 
a staff member acting as a mentor through a specific project. These 
experiential positions encourage learning and growing. Internships 
are unpaid, assistantships are paid positions. Most work-study 
positions are offered through a college community service program 
and are in conjunction with federal work study awards.

During FY 2019, students logged 1,197 intern hours and 2,211 work-
study and assistant hours, for a total of 3,408 hours.

Interns
Elizabeth Altier
Elle Bent
Noah Fuller
Siddharth Gavirneni
Tahlia Lehmann
Sarah Lieberman
Sarah Ousley
Samantha Socha
Andy Tan
Yu Kai Tan
Tim Clark
Martin Welych-Flanagan

Assistants
Taylor Buckley
Briana DiMarco
Emily Hauf
Kate Rowell
Michael Zelco

Work-Study
Preston Ancello
Isabella Eclipse
Cheyenne Eisenhut
Grace Hageman
Jessica Lecorchick
Alberto Matute
David Jose Ospina
Emily Prest
Zachery Siper
Emily Werdal
Turner Wilson

Colleges and 
Universities
Colgate University
Cornell University
Drexel University
Ithaca College
New College of Florida
Oberlin College
SUNY Cortland
SUNY Geneseo
SUNY Oneonta
TC3
Texas Tech University
Wesleyan University

Summer Camp Staff Internships/Assistants/Work-Study
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Volunteers

Nearly 200 individuals contributed their time and talent to PRI this fiscal year, totaling 7,500 hours of accomplishments in 
nearly every facet of our mission. While some assist for a day to give back to their community, others become as crucial as staff 
members and return each week. Thank you to the following individuals for strengthening our capabilities and expertise:

George Adams
Alex Allmon
Annastasia Alvarado
Christina Alvarado
Julia Amos
Arya Basu
Kyra Bean
Soren Beck
Otto Beer
Matthew Bell
Noel Bentley
Deb Bilinski
Elisabeth Bodnaruk
Quint Brahler
Rebekah Brahler
Seneca Brill
Janice Brown
Ed Bugliosi
Dick Burlew
Peg Burlew
Arnie Carbaugh
Daisy Carpio
Pat Charwat
Nikki Chase
Mollie Creagan
Deirdre Cunningham
Amy Cusano
John Cusano
Paula Cusano
Michael D’Ottavio
Danielle Darling
Faith de Castro
Ellie Derry
Briana Dimarco
Barbara Dimock
Camille Doucet
Lenore Durkee
Jack Duthie
Chloe Faehndrich
Nate Fichera
Pat Fratangelo
John Gavin
Ron George

Laura Gonzalez
John Gowin
Daniel Gray
Whit Hairston
Ryan Hamilton
Brittani Hamilton
Nicolas Hammond
Sandra Huffman-Baez
Emily Hughes
Matthew Hurlbut
Carolyn Hurlbut
Rugiatou Jallow
Susan Jallow
Larry Jensen
Joan Johnston
Pat Jones
Aarham Khan
Bill Klose
Frank Kozlowski
Bill Law
Caitlin Loehr
Shannon Loehr
Mike Marano
Wren Martinson
Andrew McNeil
Phyllis McNeill
Morgan Melekos
Allan Merrit
Doris Merrit
Anita Michalak
Evan Miller
Ken Miller
Zoe Miller
Thomas Minett
Ishan Mishra
Deb Nero
Clarie Ng
Marcella Nolan
Gail Norwood
Sarah Ousley
Sasha Paris
David Peck
Art Pierce

Katy Pierce
Kelly Povero
Maddie Reynolds
Olivia Rhein
Dylan Riker
Emile Sacco
Michael Samson
Liana Sicroff
Barbara Skoblick
Shelby Soule
Julia Stephens
Rose Tatarsky
Laurie Van Vleet
Emily Werdal
Cathy Whalen
Annelise Wiesel
Dave Williams
Don Wilson 
Camille Wrege
Rose Zabel

Our thanks also go out to the 
following volunteer organizations 
and initiatives:

Claritas
Cornell Alpha Phi Omega
Cornell Flora Rose House
Cornell Pre-Orientation Service Trips
Ithaca College Biology Club
Ithaca College Service Saturday
Learning Web of Tompkins County
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Teachers selecting rocks and fossils that 
they can use in their classrooms during 
PRI’s annual Teacher Resource Day.
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Donors

Annual Giving

Darwin Society 
$10,000+

Anonymous
Brian and Lori Bauer
Elisabeth Boas
James Morin and Myra Shulman

Devonian Society 
$5,000-$9,999

Susan Fleming
Armour Winslow

Cayuga Society 
$2,500-$4,999

Merle Adelman and Ron Menner
Derek and Leora Kaufman
William Kirchgasser
D. Jeffrey Over
Jan and Susan Suwinski
Roger D. K. Thomas

Gorges Society 
$1,000-$2,499

Anonymous
John Allen and Ann Callaghan
Warren Allmon and Jennifer Tegan
Nate Cook and Nicole Allen Cook
Thomas Cronin
William R. Engles, Jr. and Emmeline 

S. Chang
Sandy and David Epstein
Howard and Erica Evans
Joanne V. Florino
John Frater and Elisa Root
Allison and Greg Graffin
Nelson and Whit Hairston
John Handley and Kym Pocius
Margaret A. Hendricks
John W. Hermanson and Lynn Swisher
Wende Logan-Young
Catherine Penner
Edward B. Picou Jr.
Mary Pojeta
Frank and Rosa Rhodes
Melzar T. and Jane Richards

Jean F. and Elizabeth Rowley
Judith Terry Smith
Peter B. Stifel
Don and Dolly Wilson
Gene and Jeanne Yarussi

$500-$999
Richard Allen and Anke Wessels
William Ausich
Kavita Bala and Andrew Myers
Karen Brower
Susan Brown-Sandberg
Jim and Terry Byrnes
H. Allen and Jane Curran
David Dieterich
Rodney M. Feldmann and Carrie E. 

Schweitzer
Russell Fuller
Charles Geerhart
David Heidemann and Beth Fischer 

Heidemann
Roald and Eva B. Hoffmann
Bob and Joan Horn
Teresa E. Jordan and Richard W. 

Allmendinger
Shirley K. Egan
Howard and Harriet London
Peter and Mary Beth Marks
Amy McCune
Jean and Daniel McPheeters
David and Kani Meyer
Gilbert Norris
Marvin P. and Allison Pritts
Fred and Margaret Sibley
Joe and Marney Thomas

$250-$499
Anonymous
Nan Crystal Arens and David 

Kendrick
Ellen Avril
Wrexie and Peter Bardaglio
David Bottjer
John David Bukry
Donna and Alton Clark
James and Lisken Cordes
Carol Doolittle
Karen Goodman
Don and Barbara Hoskins
Bryan L. Isacks and Marjorie Olds
Thomas and Heidi Kammer

Patricia H. and Jonathan Kelley
Peter and Susan LeVangia
Rob Mackenzie
William and Shirley McAneny
Catherine McCarthy
Stephanie Meyer and Jose Andres
Beth Mielbrecht
Charlie Mulligan
Ritchie Patterson and Lawrence 

Gibbons
Katy and Art Pearce
David J. Schuller
Mary Shuford
Roger and Carole Sibley
Geerat Vermeij and Edith Zipser
Arthur Waterman
Christopher and Beverly Way
David Weinstein and Christina Stark
Peter T. Wolczanski

Up to $249
Eric Alani and Esther Racoosin
Mark Aldrich
Brendan Anderson
Kendra Armer
Renee Aubry and Michael Rodriques
Kip Ault
Thomas Babcock
Allen Back and Birgit Speh
Anne and Paul Bakeman
William and Andrea Barnett
Judith Barringer and Nancy Zahler
David and Mary Beer
Bret and Gail Bennington
Susan Blumenthal and David L. 

Kreinick
Robert and Constance Bouchard
Diana Boyer
David Brittain
Ann Budd
Derek and Nora Burrows
Jackie and Joe Cassaniti
Brian Chabot and Kathleen 

Rasmussen
Manon-Lu Christ
Karen Christensen and Jeff Lawton
Licia and Pete Cleaveland
David and Carolyn Corson
G. Walton and Jean Cottrell
Renata Dabrowska and Bruno 

Donzelli
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Donna Dempster-McClain
Lynn Deuschle
Charles W. M. Dimmick
J. Mark Erickson
Paul Feeny and Mary Berens
Gary Ferguson
David Fernandez
Donna Fleming and Rick Kaufman
Jim and Judy Fogel
Lisa Ginet
John Gorski
Mary and Bradley Grainger
Lee Gray
Sally and David Grubb
Margaret Hampson
M.G. Harasewych
John Harper
Ronald and Rebecca Harris-Warrick
Janet Hawkes
Carole Hickman
Thomas Hirasuna and Jean Hunter
John W. Hoffman
Elinor Hoffmann and Julian Sosner
Sally Hoyt
Nancy Hwa
Jean Jagendorf
Lucia and Georg Jander
Marguerite Johnson
Mary Kane
Daniel Karig and Joane Molenock
Peter and Mary Katzenstein
Karen Kleinspehn
Donald Kress
Neil Landman
Alan Leviton
Bruce Lieberman
Patricia Haugen Long
Anne Lutz
Randy and Terry Marcus
Ronald Martin
Timothy Martinson and Joanna Lynch
Joseph Mayko
James McConkey
Phyllis McNeill
Susan Merkel
Paula Mikkelsen
Vincent Mulcahy and Cynthia 

Livermore
Susan Murphy
Osborne and Monica Nye
Teresa M. O’Neill
Cal and Joan Organ

Jim Parmentier
Michael Pinnisi and Paige Anderson
Jane Mt. Pleasant
Roy Plotnick
David Ritchie
Mark Robson
Mariana Wolfner and James 

Rothenberg
Carolyn Sampson
Edith Schmeiser
Amanda and Isaac Piha
Robert W. Scott
Donna Scott
David Shmoys and Eva Tardos
C. Daniel Shulman
Kirk Sigel
Harry Singer
Jeffrey and Suzanne Snedeker
James Sprinkle
Roger Stern and Carmela Merlo
Steven Strogatz and Carole Schiffman
Mark Sussman
David and Marisue Taube
Margaret Toro
Norman A. Turkish and Sarah Beth 

Canaday
Kenneth and Mary Lou Upham
Thomas and Jane VanDerzee
Charles Ver Straeten
Emily Vokes
Thomas and Carolyn Waller
Bruce Wiley
Alan Falk and Laura Winter Falk
R. Timothy Wolcott
Joel Zumoff

Restricted Gifts
Anonymous (2)
Gordon and Carol Baird
Jay Bloom
Peter and Ursula Browning
Ann Budd
Patricia Charwat
Donna and Alton Clark
Thomas Cronin
William R. Engles, Jr. and Emmeline 

S. Chang
Sandy and David Epstein
Susan Fleming
Joanne V. Florino
John Handley and Kym Pocius

Roald and Eva B. Hoffmann
Michael and Debbie Kamarck
Beth Mielbrecht
James Morin and Myra Shulman
D. Jeffrey Over
Ken Rother and Michelle Kortenaar
Judith Terry Smith
David and Marisue Taube
Roger D. K. Thomas
Emily Vokes
Catherine and Michael Whalen
Don and Dolly Wilson

Tribute Gifts
Gifts in Honor
Donna Dempster-McClain 

In honor of John McClain
Lisa Ginet 

In honor of James Beech
Riley Family Foundation 

In honor of Percy Browning

Gifts in Memory
Karen Brower 

In memory of James Brower
Alan Leviton 

In memory of J. Thomas Dutro, Jr.
Teresa M. O’Neill 

In memory of Brian J. O’Neill
Anne and Paul Bakeman 

In memory of Victor E. Schmidt
David and Marisue Taube &
Licia and Pete Cleaveland 

In memory of Keren Johns Wells
 

Business and 
Organizational Support
Anonymous
Amazonsmile Foundation
Borg Warner Morse Systems
CFCU Community Credit Union
Chemung Canal Trust Company
ConocoPhillips Matching Gift 

Program
Cornell University
J.M. McDonald Foundation
Legacy Foundation of Tompkins 

County
Marvin and Annette Lee Foundation
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McCutcheon, Patel, Livermore and 
Associates

Mid America Paleontology Society
Miller Mayer LLP
National Science Foundation
New York State Department of Labor
NYSEG
Riley Family Foundation
Robert G. and Jane V. Engel 

Foundation
Tompkins County Tourism Program
Triad Foundation
Tompkins Charitable Gift Fund
Vector Magnetics Fund at the 

Community Foundation of 
Tompkins County

Wegmans Food Markets

In-kind Gifts
Agava Restaurant
Warren Allmon and Jennifer Tegan
Larry Baum
Binghamton Zoo at Ross Park
Cinemapolis Movie Theater
Coltivare
Corning Museum of Glass
Discovery Trail
Edible Arrangements
Emmy’s Organics

Experience! The Finger Lakes
Finger Lakes Trail Conference, Inc.
GreenStar Food Co+op
Hangar Theatre
Home Green Home
Ithaca Beer Company
Ithaca Coffee Company
Ithaca Dance
Ithaca Is Foodies
Jean and Daniel McPheeters
Jim Harper
Maxie’s Supper Club and Oyster Bar
Daniel McPheeters
MOST Milton J Rubenstein Museum 

of Science & Technology
Moosewood Restaurant
Paddle-N-More
Barbara Page
Penn Dixie Fossil Park and Nature 

Reserve
Leonard Piha
Purity Ice Cream Company
Rasa Spa
Robyn Schmitt
Rosamond Gifford Zoo
Sciencenter
South Hill Cider
The Frame Shop
The Watershed
Viva Taqueria

Wegmans Food Markets
Wende Young
Wine and Design

Collections Specimens 
Donors
Warren Allmon
Muawia Barazangi
Carlton Brett
Nikki Chase and Clifton Chase
Cornell University
Jesse Czekanski-Moir
Greg Dietl
Steve Durham
Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection
Larry Jensen
Paul Krohn
David Mayer
Marjorie McKinney
William Miller III
James Scatterday
Leslie Skibinski
James Smaling
John Spina
Martin Welych-Flanagan
William Zinsmeister

The live sturgeon that was part 
of the “Survivors: Up Close with 

Living Fossils” special exhibit at the 
Museum of the Earth
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Appendix: Research Reports

Allmon, W.D., G.P. Dietl, J.R. Hendricks, and R.M. Ross, 2018, Bridging the two fossil records: Paleontology’s “big data” 
future resides in museum collections. In Rosenberg, G.D., and Clary, R.M., eds., Museums at the forefront of the history 
and philosophy of geology: History made, history in the making. Geological Society of America Special Paper 535, p. 1–10. 
https://doi.org/10.1130/2018.2535(03).

Anderson, B.M., and W.D. Allmon, 2018, When domes are spandrels: On septation in Turritellidae and other gastropods. 
Paleobiology, 44(3): 444–459. 

Cronin, K.E, G.P. Dietl, P.H. Kelley, and S.M. Edie, 2018, Life span bias explains live-dead discordance in abundance of two 
common bivalves. Paleobiology, 44(4): 783–797.

Dietl, G. P., J. Nagel-Myers, and R.B. Aronson, 2018, Indirect effects of climate change altered the cannibalistic behavior 
of shell-drilling gastropods in Antarctica during the Eocene. Royal Society Open Science, 5: 181446. http://dx.doi.
org/10.1098/rsos.181446

Dietl, G.P., J.A. Smith, and S.R. Durham, 2019, Discounting the past: The undervaluing of paleontological data in 
conservation science. Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution, 7:108. doi: 10.3389/fevo.2019.00108

Flessa, K.W., L. Calderon-Aguilera, C.E.  Cintra-Buenrostro, D.L. Dettman, G.P. Dietl, D.H. Goodwin, D.K., Jacobs, M.K.  
Kowalewski, S.M. Nelson, K. Rowell, J.A. Smith, and F. Zamora-Arroyo, 2019, Vaquita face extinction from bycatch.  
Comment on Manjarrez-Bringas et al., Lessons for sustainable development: Marine mammal conservation policies and its 
social and economic effects. Sustainability, 11: 2161. https://doi.org/10.3390/su11072161

Flessa, K.W., L.E. Calderon, C.E. Cintra-Buenrostro, D.L. Dettman, G.P. Dietl, D.H. Goodwin, D.K. Jacobs, M.K., 
Kowalewski, S.M. Nelson, K. Rowell, J.A. Smith, and F. Zamora-Arroyo, 2019, Comment on Rojas-Bracho and colleagues 
(2019): Unsubstantiated claims can lead to tragic conservation outcomes. BioScience, biz021. https://doi.org/10.1093/biosci/
biz021

Hagadorn, J.W., and W.D. Allmon, 2019, Paleobiology of a three-dimensionally preserved paropsonemid from the Devonian 
of New York. Palaeogeography, Palaeoecology, Palaeoclimatology, 513: 208-214.

Hendricks, J.R., 2018, Diversity and preserved shell coloration patterns of Miocene Conidae (Neogastropoda) from an 
exposure of the Gatun Formation, Colón Province, Panama. Journal of Paleontology, 92(5): 804-837. doi: 10.1017/
jpa.2017.153.

Hermsen, E.J. 2019. Revisions to the fossil sporophyte record of Marsilea. Acta Palaeobotanica 59: 27–50. https://doi.
org/10.2478/acpa-2019-0005

Ivany, L.C., C. Pietsch, J.C. Handley, R. Lockwood, W.D. Allmon, and J.A. Sessa, 2018, Little lasting impact of the 
Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum on shallow marine mollusk faunas. Science Advances, 4: eaat5528

Kelley, P.H., G.P. Dietl, and C.C. Visaggi, 2019. Model for improved undergraduate training in translational conservation 
science. Conservation Science and Practice, 1:e5, https://doi.org/10.1111/csp2.5

Marshall, C.R., S. Finnegan, E.C. Clites, P.A. Holroyd, N. Bonuso, C. Cortez, E. Davis, G.P. Dietl, P.S. Druckenmiller, R.C. 
Eng, C. Garcia, K. Estes-Smargiassi, A. Hendy, K.A. Hollis, H. Little, E.A. Nesbitt, P. Roopnarine, L. Skibinski, J. Vendetti, 
and L.D. White, 2018, Quantifying the dark data in museum fossil collections as palaeontology undergoes a second digital 
revolution. Biology Letters, 14: 20180431.

Phuong, M.A., M.E. Alfaro, G.N. Mahardika, R.M. Marwoto, R.E. Prabowo, T. Von Rintelen, P.W.H. Vogt, J.R. Hendricks, 
and N. Puillandre, 2019, Lack of signal for the impact of conotoxin gene diversity on speciation rates in cone snails. 
Systematic Biology https://doi.org/10.1093/sysbio/syz016

Sang, S., B.M. Anderson, D.S. Friend, and W.D. Allmon, 2019, Protoconch enlargement in Western Atlantic turritelline 
gastropod species following the closure of the Central American Seaway. Ecology and Evolution, 2019: 1-15, DOI: 
10.1002/ece3.5120

Smith, J.A., J. Handley, and G.P. Dietl, 2018. Effects of dams on downstream molluscan predator-prey interactions in the 
Colorado River estuary. Proceedings of the Royal Society B, 285: 20180724. http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2018.0724 

Smith, J.A., G.P. Dietl, and J.C. Handley, 2019, Durophagy bias: The effect of shell destruction by crushing predators on 
drilling frequency. Palaeogeography, Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology, 514: 690–694.

Smith, J.A., and G.P. Dietl, 2019. Molluscan metacommunity dynamics in the Colorado River estuary, Mexico before 
upstream water diversion. Anthropocene, 25: 100194. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ancene.2019.100194

Tweitmann, A., and G.P. Dietl, 2018. Live-dead mismatch of molluscan assemblages indicates disturbance from 
anthropogenic eutrophication in the Barnegat Bay-Little Egg Harbor estuary. Journal of Shellfish Research, 37(3): 615-624.

Ward, L.W., and W.D. Allmon, 2019, History of paleontology in Virginia 1607- 2007. Bulletins of American Paleontology, 
397: 1-198.

(PRI staff indicated in bold)

Peer-reviewed publications by staff
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Financial

Expenses
$3,061,372 

Exhibit Expenses
$21,550

Grant Subcontract Expenses
$73,093 

Building and Maintenance
$191,892

Other
$233,250 

Professional 
Fees
$173,661

Interest 
Expense
$192,178

Depreciation
$344,730 

Payroll and related benefits
$1,831,018

Revenue
$3,056,979Other Revenue

$45,696 

Earned Revenue
$553,743

Funds Functioning 
as Endowment
$210,000 

Unrestricted 
Giving & 
Membership
$1,270,172 

Gifts Released 
From Restriction

$387,458

Grant Revenue Released 
From Restriction

$589,909
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Smith Woods
Located in Trumansburg, NY, Henry A. Smith 
Woods is the largest plot of old-growth forest in 
Central New York. More than 32 acres in size, 
Smith Woods serves as a education resource for 
elementary through graduate students and a unique 
laboratory for researchers.

Palmer Hall
Named in honor of Katherine Palmer 

(Director, 1952-1978), Palmer Hall is the 
Institution’s main building, housing PRI’s 

collections, laboratories, library, and offices.

Museum of the Earth
Opened in 2003, the Museum of the Earth 

is home to temporary and permanent 
exhibitions that teach thousands of visitors 
each year about the history of life on Earth.

Cayuga Nature Center
The Cayuga Nature Center’s education programs 
and exhibitions focus on the natural history of the 
Cayuga Lake basin, and are conducted in the Lodge 
and on the 120 acres of woodlands and fields. Our 
live Animal Ambassadors enhance the learning 
experience.
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PRI (Palmer Hall) Museum of the Earth Cayuga Nature Center Henry A. Smith Woods
1259 Trumansburg Road 1259 Trumansburg Road 1420 Taughannock Blvd 8825 Falls Road

Ithaca, NY 14850 Ithaca, NY 14850 Ithaca, NY 14850 Trumansburg, NY 14886
(607) 273-6623 (607) 273-6623 (607) 273-6260

www.priweb.org


